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- Each student has precisely 8 minutes for your talk
- There is a 1 minute transition between students
- Thus 5 students per lecture (and four lectures for paper presentations)
- Please email your PPT presentation (to aliaga@cs.purdue.edu) by 1-hr before class so that can assemble slides into a single PPT
Motivation

• What is the motivation?
  – or what is the problem being solved?

This is an example of small font: do not make any font smaller than this…
Previous and Related Work

• What are most relevant previous/related work?
  – you should summarize and identify what is lacking in previous methods and that which is lacking should end up being the challenges of the next slide section
Challenges

• What are the core challenges?
  – usually 1-3 challenges...
Solution

• Provide details of the solution or solutions...
Conclusions and/or Future Work

• In your words, summarize the main contribution, future work ideas that come to mind, and problems/omissions that you observe